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[April where t«= l-y. Now as y-»1, t->0, and it is known [2] that the last integral approaches fix) almost everywhere as t-»0. This proves (10). If T is hyponormal, || Tn\\ =|| T\\n for all n.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that || A|[ =1 implies ||An|| =1 for all ». Consider the following property:
(C") For every e>0, there exists a unit vector x such that ||r»*||èl-€ and \\Tnx-T*Tn+lx\\^e. = ||rn+1xl|2 -2||r«+2*||2 + H^r^xll2 ||r"x||2 -||r"+2x||2 (because ||r|| = ||r*|| = 1) ||rnx||2 -||r*rn+1x||2 (because T is hyponormal) á \\T"x -r*7/"+1x||{||7:"x|| + ||r*r"+1*||} g 2« by (C"). Also ||r»+1x|| ^ ||rn+2x|| ^ ||r*r"+ix|| ||r»x[| -6 ^ 1 -2e by (C").
Since e>0 is arbitrary, (C"+i) is valid. Corollary 1. Every nonzero hyponormal operator has a nonzero element in its spectrum.
This follows from the above theorem via the known fact that the spectral radius of an operator T is equal to Yimn~K-\/ \\Tn\[.
Corollary
2. Every completely continuous hyponormal operator is normal.
Proof. Let T be hyponormal and completely continuous. In view of a known property of a hyponormal operator (see [l, p. 168] ) it is sufficient to prove that the set of all proper vectors for Tis total, in other words, the set ïïfl of all vectors orthogonal to every proper vector consists of only the null vector. Since W reduces T (see [l, p. 168]), the restriction of T to SD?, denoted by T\W, is also hyponormal. The spectrum of T\ 9JÎ consists of 0 only, for T\ 93? is completely continuous and has no proper value by the definition of SD?. By the above corollary this means that r|9JÎ = 0 or <2Jl = {#}. The former is obviously excluded.
